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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As a ray of hope in what appears to be an utterly broken medical system, Florida’s new surgeon

general, Dr. Joseph Ladapo, has issued a statewide public service announcement in support of

commonsense COVID prevention strategies such as optimizing your vitamin D, staying active,

eating nutrient-dense foods and boosting your immune system with supplements.

The HealthierYouFL.org website  now urges Floridians to “Talk to your health care provider about

how certain supplements or foods containing vitamins and minerals might help boost your

immune system, such as zinc, vitamin D, vitamin C and quercetin.” These are all well-known

supplements that have been shown to have a positive impact on your COVID-19 risk.

The surgeon general also supports the use of monoclonal antibodies in acute cases, and as

prevention in high-risk patients who have been exposed to COVID-19. Available treatment

locations can be found on FloridaHealthCOVID19.gov.

“ Physicians should use their clinical judgment
when recommending treatment options for
patients’ individualized health care needs. This
may include emerging treatment options with
appropriate patient informed consent, including
off-label use ... ~ Florida Department of Health”

‘Physicians Should Use Clinical Judgment’

Florida Health even highlights emerging treatments such as -uvoxamine and inhaled

budesonide. Importantly, Florida Health now states that:

“Physicians should use their clinical judgment when recommending treatment options

for patients’ individualized health care needs. This may include emerging treatment

options with appropriate patient informed consent, including off-label use or as part of a

clinical trial.”

Well, no one could be happier about this than I. I’ve been calling for vitamin D recommendations

since the earliest days of the pandemic — ideally nationwide, but statewide is at least a start,

especially considering Florida is the sunshine state. Instead, I’ve been vili?ed and targeted by the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration and mainstream media for reporting its bene?ts.

The FDA speci?cally mentioned Vitamin C, Vitamin D and Quercetin in their warning letter.   Now

that the Florida surgeon general agrees, will they also be warned by the federal authorities?

Ladapo was appointed Florida surgeon general and secretary of the Florida Department of Health

by Gov. Ron DeSantis September 21, 2021,  and it’s refreshing to ?nally see COVID guidance that

makes sense. In his acceptance speech, Ladapo said:

“I am honored to have been chosen by Governor DeSantis to serve as Florida’s next

Surgeon General. We must make health policy decisions rooted in data and not in fear ...

I have observed the different approaches taken by governors across the country and I

have been impressed by Governor DeSantis’ leadership and determination to ensure that

Floridians are afforded all opportunities to maintain their health and wellness, while

preserving their freedoms as Americans.”

Vitamin D Papers Top List of Most Popular Studies of the Year

October 31, 2020, I published a scienti?c review  in the journal Nutrients, co-written with William

Grant, Ph.D., and Dr. Carol Wagner, both of whom are part of the GrassrootsHealth expert vitamin

D panel.

As of October 31, 2021, our paper, “Evidence Regarding Vitamin D and Risk of COVID-19 and Its

Severity” — which you can download and read for free — was the second most downloaded study

from this journal in the past 12 months. It was also No. 2 in citations and No. 4 for views.

The study with the most downloads in the past year and the all-time highest number of views was

another vitamin D paper  by Bhattoa et.al., which found vitamin D supplementation reduced the

risk of in-uenza and COVID-19 infections and deaths. The coauthors of my paper, Grant and

Baggerly, were coauthors on this paper as well.

A third vitamin D paper, by Annweiler et.al., also nabbed the No. 1 spot for most-cited study in the

past 12 months. This study found vitamin D supplementation improved survival in frail elderly

hospitalized with COVID-19.

Clearly, vitamin D has been on the forefront of many minds, and I’m glad the Florida surgeon

general recognizes its importance as well. While mainstream media and many so-called health

authorities still hold on to the ridiculous claim that there’s “no scienti?c basis” for the

recommendation of vitamin D for COVID, that is just false.

As early as the end of September 2020, data from 14 observational studies — summarized in

Table 1 of our paper  — showed that vitamin D blood levels are inversely correlated with the

incidence and/or severity of COVID-19. Many critics of vitamin D will claim that these

associations are not causal. However, there are statistical tools such as Bradford Hill that can

actually prove causation through these associations are strong enough.

The Bradford Hill criteria are a group of nine principles (i.e., strength of association, consistency

of evidence, temporality, biological gradient, plausibility or mechanism of action, and coherence,

although coherence still needs to be veri?ed experimentally) that can be useful in establishing

epidemiologic evidence of a causal relationship between a presumed cause and an observed

effect.

It has been widely used in public health research and has determined that the vitamin D

insugciency for COVID is indeed causal.

How Vitamin D Protects Against COVID

It’s important to realize that your body is well-equipped to handle just about any infection,

provided your immune system is working properly, as that is your body’s ?rst line of defense.

Vitamin D receptors are found in a large number of different tissues and cells, including your

immune cells. This means vitamin D plays an important role in your immune function speci?cally.

If vitamin D is lacking, your immune system will be impaired, which in turn makes you more

susceptible to infections of all kinds, including COVID-19. As explained in our paper, having

sugcient vitamin D in your system can reduce your risk of COVID-19 and other respiratory

infections through several different mechanisms, including but not limited to the following:

Reducing the survival of viruses

Inhibiting the replication of viruses

Reducing in-ammatory cytokine production

Maintaining endothelial integrity (endothelial dysfunction contributes to vascular

in-ammation and impaired blood clotting, two hallmarks of severe COVID-19)

Increasing angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) concentrations — Angiotensin II is a

natural peptide hormone that increases blood pressure by stimulating aldosterone. ACE2

normally consumes angiotensin I, thereby lowering the concentration of angiotensin II.

However, SARS-CoV-2 infection downregulates ACE2, resulting in excessive accumulation of

angiotensin II, which worsens the infection

Boosting your overall immune function by modulating your innate and adaptive immune

responses

Reducing respiratory distress

Improving overall lung function

Helping produce surfactants in your lungs that aid in -uid clearance

Boosting T cell immunity, which plays an important role in your body’s defense against viral

and bacterial infections. When vitamin D signaling is impaired, it signi?cantly impacts the

quantity, quality, breadth and location of CD8 T cell immunity, resulting in more severe viral

and bacterial infections.

According to a December 11, 2020, paper,  high-quality T cell response actually appears to be

far more important than antibodies when it comes to providing protective immunity against

SARS-CoV-2 speci?cally

Increasing expression of antimicrobial peptides in your monocytes and neutrophils — both of

which play important roles in COVID-19

Enhancing expression of an antimicrobial peptide called human cathelicidin, which helps

defend respiratory tract pathogens

From my perspective, vitamin D optimization is one of the easiest, least expensive and most

impactful strategies to reduce your risk of serious SARS-CoV-2 infection and other respiratory

infections.

Vitamin D optimization is particularly important for dark-skinned individuals (who tend to have

lower levels than Caucasians unless they spend extended time in the sun), the elderly, and those

with preexisting chronic health conditions. All of these are also risk factors for COVID-19, so

population-wide optimization of vitamin D levels could signi?cantly improve COVID outcomes

among the most vulnerable.

How Vitamin D InKuences Your COVID Risks

At this point, there’s no shortage of studies showing higher vitamin D levels bene?cially impact all

stages of COVID-19. It:

Lowers your risk of testing positive for COVID — The largest observational study  to date,

which looked at data for 191,779 American patients, found that of those with a vitamin D level

below 20 ng/ml (de?ciency), 12.5% tested positive for SARS-CoV-2, compared to just 5.9% of

those who had an optimal vitamin D level of 55 ng/ml or higher. This inverse relationship

persisted across latitudes, races/ethnicities, sexes and age ranges.

Reduces your risk of symptomatic illness — SARS-CoV-2-speci?c investigations have found

that COVID-19 is far more common in vitamin D de?cient individuals.

In one such study,  82.2% of COVID-19 patients tested were de?cient in vitamin D,

compared to 47.2% of population-based controls. (Mean vitamin D levels were 13.8 ± 7.2

ng/ml, compared to 20.9 ± 7.4 ng/ml in controls.)

They also found that blood levels of vitamin D were inversely correlated to D-dimer levels (a

measure of blood coagulation). Many COVID-19 patients have elevated D-dimer levels, which

are associated with blood clots. This was particularly true with the original SARS-CoV-2 virus,

but while less common with subsequent variants, some blood clotting, just less intense, can

still occur.

Reduces infection severity — Our vitamin D paper  also lists data from 14 observational

studies that show vitamin D blood levels are inversely correlated with the incidence and/or

severity of COVID-19. This is quite logical, considering vitamin D regulates in-ammatory

cytokine production — a lethal hallmark of COVID-19 — and is an important regulator of your

immune system.

Reduces your risk of hospitalization — Reduced severity would translate into a lower risk for

hospitalization, and that’s precisely what researchers have found.

A Spanish study  found baseline vitamin D levels inversely correlated with the risk of ICU

admission, and that giving supplemental vitamin D3 (calcifediol at 532 micrograms on the

?rst day of admission followed by 266 mcg on days 3, 7, 15 and 30) to hospitalized patients

with PCR-con?rmed COVID-19 reduced ICU admissions by 82%.

Reduces your risk of death — COVID-19 patients with a vitamin D level between 21 ng/mL (50

nmol/L) and 29 ng/mL (75 nmol/L) had a 12.55 times higher risk of death than those with a

level above 30 ng/mL in one study.  Having a level below 20 ng/mL was associated with a

19.12 times higher risk of death.

Another study  found the risk of severe COVID-19 and related deaths virtually disappeared

when vitamin D levels were above 30 ng/mL (75 nmol/L).

A third paper  found a marked variation in mortality depending on whether the patients lived

above or below 35 degrees North latitude. As noted by the authors, having adequate vitamin D

“could be very important in preventing the cytokine storm and subsequent acute respiratory

distress syndrome that is commonly the cause of mortality."

Speeds viral clearance — While having enough vitamin D in your system will reduce your odds

of infection and serious illness, taking oral vitamin D once infected can still help you recover

faster.

Research  published in November 2020 found oral vitamin D supplementation in SARS-CoV-

2-positive individuals with mild symptoms who also had low vitamin D, helped speed up viral

clearance.

Participants were randomly assigned to receive either 60,000 IUs of oral cholecalciferol

(nano-liquid droplets) or a placebo for seven days. The target blood level was 50 ng/mL.

Anyone who had not achieved a blood level of 50 ng/mL after the ?rst seven days continued

to receive the supplement until they reached the target level.

Periodically, all participants were tested for SARS-CoV-2 as well as ?brinogen, D-dimer,

procalcitonin and CRP, all of which are in-ammatory markers. The primary outcome measure

of the study was the proportion of patients testing negative for COVID-19 before Day 21 of the

study, as well as changes in in-ammatory markers.

Of the 16 patients in the intervention group, 10 (62.5%) tested negative by Day 21, compared

to just ?ve of the 24 controls (20.8%). Fibrinogen levels were also signi?cantly decreased in

the treatment group, indicating lower levels of clotting.

How to Optimize Your Vitamin D Level

For optimal health, immune function and disease prevention, you want a vitamin D blood level

between 60 ng/mL and 80 ng/mL year-round. In Europe, the measurements you’re looking for are

150 nmol/L and 200 nmol/L.

If you live in a sunny locale like Florida and practice sensible sun exposure year-round, you might

not need any supplements. The DMinder app  is a helpful tool to see how much vitamin D your

body can make depending on your location and other individual factors.

Many, unfortunately, don’t get enough sun exposure for one reason or another, and in these

cases, an oral vitamin D supplement may be required. Just remember that the most important

factor here is your blood level, not the dose, so before you start, get tested so you know your

baseline.

Here’s a summary of how to determine whether you might need an oral supplement, and your

ideal dosage:

1. First, measure your vitamin D level — One of the easiest and most cost-effective ways of

measuring your vitamin D level is to participate in the GrassrootsHealth’s personalized

nutrition project, which includes a vitamin D testing kit. Once you know what your blood level

is, you can assess the dose needed to maintain or improve your level.

2. Assess your individualized vitamin D dosage — To do that, you can either use the chart

below, or use GrassrootsHealth’s Vitamin D*calculator. (To convert ng/mL into the European

measurement (nmol/L), simply multiply the ng/mL measurement by 2.5.) To calculate how

much vitamin D you may be getting from regular sun exposure in addition to your

supplemental intake, use the DMinder app.

Factors that can in-uence your vitamin D absorption include your magnesium  and vitamin

K2  intake. Magnesium is required for the conversion of vitamin D into its active

form.  If your magnesium level is insugcient, the vitamin D you ingest orally may

simply get stored in its inactive form.

Research by GrassrootsHealth  shows you need 146% more vitamin D to achieve a blood

level of 40 ng/ml (100 nmol/L) if you do not take supplemental magnesium, compared to

taking your vitamin D with at least 400 mg of magnesium per day.

Your best bet is to take your vitamin D with both magnesium and K2. According to

GrassrootsHealth,  “combined intake of both supplemental magnesium and vitamin K2 has

a greater effect on vitamin D levels than either individually,” and “those taking both

supplemental magnesium and vitamin K2 have a higher vitamin D level for any given vitamin

D intake amount than those taking either supplemental magnesium or vitamin K2 or neither.”

Data  from nearly 3,000 individuals revealed 244% more oral vitamin D was required to get

50% of the population to achieve a vitamin D level of 40 ng/ml (100 nmol/L) if they weren’t

concurrently also taking magnesium and vitamin K2.

3. Retest in three to six months — Remeasure your vitamin D level in three to six months, to

evaluate how your sun exposure and/or supplement dose is working for you.

4. Take activated vitamin D (calcitriol) if your level is low and you come down with an acute

infection like COVID. The dose is 0.5 mcg on day one and then 0.25 mcg daily for seven

days.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,491 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Vitamin D should be front page news everywhere, not just in Florida. I often wonder how people can still be so poorly uninformed.  With

the prevalence of what we have been told is a life-threatening disease, I would think people would have done a bit of basic research and
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Dr. Joseph Ladapo was appointed Florida surgeon general and secretary of the Florida Department of Health by Gov. Ron DeSantis

September 21, 2021

(

Ladapo has now issued a statewide public service announcement in support of commonsense COVID prevention strategies such as

optimizing your vitamin D, staying active, eating nutrient-dense foods and boosting your immune system with supplements such as vitamin

C, quercetin and zinc

(

Florida Health even highlights emerging treatments such as -uvoxamine and inhaled budesonide. Importantly, Florida Health now states

that “Physicians should use their clinical judgment when recommending treatment options for patients’ individualized health care needs.

This may include emerging treatment options with appropriate patient informed consent, including off-label use or as part of a clinical trial”

(

Despite publishing a scienti?c review on vitamin D for COVID in the peer-reviewed journal Nutrients, and the paper being the second most

downloaded article this year, I’ve been vili?ed and targeted by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the Federal Trade Commission for

reporting its bene?ts

(

The evidence for vitamin D against COVID-19 satis?es Hill’s criteria for causality in a biological system, and dozens of studies have

demonstrated vitamin D helps reduce all risks associated with COVID
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the prevalence of what we have been told is a life-threatening disease, I would think people would have done a bit of basic research and

reading on their own instead of wringing their hands, expecting "someone to do something", and waiting for govt to tell them what to do.

We have much more serious problems than covid.  It appears that people lack initiative, self-responsibility and dependency-training has

been highly effective.
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Quote: "I often wonder how people can still be so poorly uninformed."  One word, at least for me: "MENTICIDE". The full-blown,

uninhibited killing of the mind. Even if God will dance in front of them, they won't budge an iota. Just my two cents.
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Almond, well said. I think we should take it on ourselves as bloggers to help spread word. I suggest strategically to begin with

college newsletter editors and school PTAs, because both cross sectors have in-uence and they talk to other cross sectors. They

will help to waken up the wider cross sectors of people and the PTAs, who carry a lot of political clout, will talk to health

departments too. I suggest making a PDF of this article, check to be sure the links and references are all live ,and then send it on

to them. This can't step on too many toes and quite frankly, if it does, they are idiots. I would think this information would be

nothing but empowering and welcomed.
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In brief, Almond stated a mouth full. We are work of mostly Lemmings.
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Being very into preparedness my whole life, there was a time in my childhood that I would track hurricanes on tracking maps and

listen to the radio to get the latest and of course have radios as high importance in my preparedness supplies to listen to

government advisories.  Now if broadcast receiving radios have any merit in my preparedness supplies, it will be to listen to what

government ogcials advise to know to do the opposite!

It is also important to learn what information is being actively suppressed.  More to my liking are transceivers to communicate

with like-minded people near me because they are the ones who are important.  How does it help the would-be slave masters to

eliminate their loyal followers only to have the surviving remainder on to their evils and being the rugged individualist types who

made our United States of America EXCEPTIONAL?  I don't dismiss that it is happening just because it doesn't make sense

because I know evil is convoluted.  your friendly neighborhood conspiracy theorist
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Yes. And Florida, a "sunshine state" provides free sunlight almost all year long... We don't even have to ingest vit D if we sunbathe

for an hour every day
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Is there nowhere where a mass petition campaign exists to ?re FRANKEN-Fauci.  Soooo many people would sign it that the govt

can’t ignore it. There needs to be a collective voice on this it seems. I don’t think it’s bias either as many jabbed people (jabber

wokies) want him gone now too.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 3:36:35 AM
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Almond - Yes!  Couldn't have said it better myself.  Covid has de?nitely brought out the a$$ in some people as well.  I've never

seen such a commitment to following others right off a cliff without even thinking!  Thank you!
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Believe it of not Merculo, Florida had a a splice of covid in the summer...Why?  Because most are in the AC not outside getting

sun.  We don’t think of that.  Everyone was wonderful why the spike in the Sunshine State....it’s too damn hot to be outside. Now

they’d go down as the most of the country goes into winter.  Everyone should have a protocol of what they should do keep they

themselves healthy and what to do if they get sick.  There shouldn’t be a moment that you have to second guess of what you are

going to do.
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Bet65090 asks; Is there nowhere where a mass petition campaign exists to ?re FRANKEN-Fauci.  Soooo many people would sign

it that the govt can’t ignore it. There needs to be a collective voice on this it seems. I don’t think it’s bias either as many jabbed

people (jabber wokies) want him gone now too. Bet, TERRIFIC question, I looked it up and found this... Unfortunately it was for

President Trump to ?re Tony Fascist (guess that makes it null and void :(  .....  but I see there are recent signings.

www.change.org/p/we-the-people-of-the-usa-support-president-trump-to-f..
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Mass Formation. Not a criticism...shouldn't that read: Still be so poorly informed?
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So true Almond, it falls under distraction and it seems to be working. Maybe someday they will do a study on degree of

distraction in the human mind and what in-uences it, diet, upbringing, head injuries … there must be an in-uencing factor. Maybe

it is ‘too many lolly pops’ and all that deadly sugar. There was a TV series made about them, Walking Dead. Sorry I needed to

humor myself.
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Vitamin D3 is the best form.
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Almond, common sense has become very uncommon.
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nothingsound. Don't forget that if you use a sunblock especially those with an SPF of 50-100 or greater you greatly reduce

production of Vit D. And as you tan your bodies ability to synthesize Vit D is lowered. The darker the skin is the lower the D levels

are like in African Americans. I read that lifeguards average D level is in the 20's due to all the sunblock they use. If you think

about it when the sunblocks decades ago went from an SPF of 10-15 and now to 50-100 and above is when worldwide Vitamin D

levels went down if they were to be checked.

That was due to the fear of getting skin cancer from the depletion of the ozone layer by the use of CFC's. So now there is an

epidemic of Vit D de?ciency and many health problems exploded. Vit D should be taken with K2 and a healthy fat to absorb

better. My level is 50 or so my wife is approx 60. Many are under the false impression that your D levels after the summer months

can get you through the winter but you lose what you have built up in 30-45 days after people start putting on sweaters or

jackets. That's why cold and -u season starts around Thanksgiving.
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The whole "scam-demic" is a psyop that was planned out over 50 years ago. They slowly in?ltrated the governments, businesses,

schools, media, and everywhere else you can think of over time so that when they had all of their minions in place, they set their

satin worshiping takeover/genocide plan in motion! The whole evil scam-demic was planned out to scare people into thinking

that there was a deadly virus, and the only way out of it was to take their poison frankenshot willingly. The whole scam is about

injecting as many people world wide to KILL AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE BEFORE PEOPLE WAKE UP TO WHAT IS GOING ON

with millions of people being maimed and dying from the jab's! This is all about satin worshiping psychotic psychopaths that

have made numerous attempts to commit GENOCIDE throughout history.

This is their last attempt to kill us all with their frankenshot poison jabs, because they know that when people wake up to what is

going on, the will be exterminated off from the face of the planet. The evil satin worshiping psychotic psychopaths responsible

can be tracked down by following the money, and that has lead to the psychopaths being the kahzarian zionist fake Jew's, which

are NOT JEWISH AT ALL! They hijacked the name for themselves. Do world history about them and see for yourself. They have

been responsible for ALL of the worlds problems since their inception! Think: military industrial complex, the banking system

worldwide, big business, big pharma, worldwide media, etc. The so called "elite" like: Rockefeller's, Rothschild's, DuPont's, soros,

schwab, etc, are ALL FAKE JEW'S! The fake U.S. presidents cabinet = ALL FAKE JEW'S! I have absolutely nothing against REAL

Jewish people. I have Jewish friends that actually brought this all to my attention years ago.
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bonafusionmodels.co.za
Joined On 6/22/2021 6:43:32 AM
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Myself and my partner have been taking all these for the last 2 years and added NAC and Selenium to the mix. When he got Covid i gave

him Ivermectin and it was a total non event.......he was ?ne in a week.
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BrianFraser
Joined On 6/17/2020 3:32:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Useful articles on ivermectin: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3043740  ~  https://c19ivermectin.com/  (long list of a bunch of

studies) ~ earlycovidcare.org/review-the-evidence
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM
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No need for lab made drugs for colds and -u aka Covid19 ( the mass deception that even Dr. M uses to get views) Nature has all

the cures. Herbs and food based medicine some common sense is all that needed. Think hard about the Germ Theory which has

helped the medical cartel make billions. Ivermectin lab made and has ties to Merck and The Gates Foundation use if it supports

both. trialsitenews.com/bill-and-melinda-gates-fund-global-ivermectin--uvox..

 ~ www.unite4truth.com/post/red--ag-ivermectin-nanoparticle-study-safe-a..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Dr Mercola THANK YOU For all you do and have done!! your efforts are evidently bearing fruit and are helping on a grand scale! It is

entirely possible that Florida took its cue from your writings? Meanwhile it is also good news that as you posted in today's Breaking

News section, the mainstream news at last is reporting about deaths from the vaccines. It's about time! the tide may begin to turn? Let's

keep the heat on. We should massively write to the news stations and send them footage, information and ask them to please cover the

truth, because lives are at stake and THE MEDIA CAN BE SUED FOR MISLEADING THE PUBLIC TO GREAT BODILY HARM AND EVEN

DEATH!

t.me/.../13281  mainstream news at last begins reporting about vaccine related deaths. It's about beyond high time and very late, but at

least the tide is showing inklings of turning. This can encourage other news media to follow suit.

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  ICU and ER footage of post-vaccine patients, just

searingly horrifying, beware, but if this does not convince then nothing will! This ?lm is *it!*

celiafarber.substack.com/.../court-ordered-p?zer-documents-they  Court-Ordered P?zer Documents They Tried To Have Sealed For 55

years Show 1223 Deaths, 158,000 Adverse Events in 90 Days Post EUA Release

EDIT: Dr Mercola, take heart. ~"First they laugh at you, then they ?ght you, then you win" -Mahatma Ghandi  ~"Let the dogs bark. They

are barking because you are riding" (your horse) attributed to Goethe ~"Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human freedom.

It is the argument of tyrants, it is the creed of slaves" -Wm Pitt ~The truth does eventually come out! I predict that as denial breaks, and

as people suffer side effects and more deaths from the GMO "Vaccine" Pledged to save us all, that then people will defect en masse to

natural medicine. Cause and effect! :-)
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Ohhh MIrandola - thank you for this!  Yeah!!!  Good news good news - read all about it!!!!
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ttwdem
Joined On 3/27/2012 5:30:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ACTION ALERT: The U.S. House passed federal bill HR 550. My Representative was one of the 80 ?lthy Republicans who voted for this

bill, and he had the gall to send an email stating that opposition to the bill stems from misinformation.  H.R. 550 would set a dangerous

precedent and lead to more vaccine mandates and more restrictions of services and healthcare for the unvaccinated. The bill creates a

mechanism for federal, state, and local governments to enforce vaccine passports and possibly no--y lists. And it gives the CDC more

power. PLEASE contact your U.S. Senators and tell them to kill this bill. Here are some great resources where all you do is ?ll in your

name and address and a letter is sent to your Senators. Pick whichever one best expresses your thoughts: Children's Health Defense:

childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/take-action/action-aler..   LifeSite News: www.votervoice.net/.../respond   Stand For

Health Freedom: standforhealthfreedom.com/.../you-are-not-sale
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mnpearl
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My Rep was one of the ?lthy RINOs too.  I sent all three of the letters.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Send this to politicians  t.me/.../13281   mainstream news, at last begins to report vaccine related deaths, breakthrough news!

 blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  hospital and ICU footage of post-vaccine

patients, unbelievably shell shocking, be forwarned. And tells of many vaccine related deaths. Nurses from hospitals say that

vaccinated, not unvaccinated, are calling in to the ER with most frequency.

celiafarber.substack.com/.../court-ordered-p?zer-documents-they  Court-Ordered P?zer Documents They Tried To Have Sealed

For 55 years Show 1223 Deaths, 158,000 Adverse Events in 90 Days Post EUA Release
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Bet65090
Joined On 1/18/2021 3:17:30 PM
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I guess they feel they have grounds by this language of the Constitution…. Article I, Section 8, Clause 1 of the United States

Constitution, the Taxing and Spending Clause:… and provide for the common Defense and general Welfare of the United States.

 Anything they need to spend money on is covered because it’s justi?ed  under general welfare. Jab passports will be for the

general welfare. Here they come. Hold onto your seat. It’s going to be a bumpy ride. Naomi Wolf called it. It’s here.

IM AFRAID, VERY AFRAID!  THE COURT CASES IN THE WINGS NEED TO GO PUBLIC NOW!   We need some serious advice how

not to get the jab. Is the religious exception the only recourse? What to do with bank accounts and one’s money in them…

because freezing assets will be part of the plan.  Does anyone have a lawyer who knows how to set up these protections or is

there none, and you literally have to go off the electronic banking grid… all transactions by cash or untraceable, non-registered

debit cards. I think money orders will cease to exist.

CAF is no help, hell they did the same to her… in court til she was broke. And I ?nd her information quite abstract. BTW where is

she hiding out as she “runs” Solari?!?! There are so many people who will be untrackable. How does 1 do this?  Live amongst the

illegals?  It will be us commoners that will pay the price. The good American citizens who toiled away for decades and paid taxes

only to have it all bite us on the backside. “You will be assimilated, resistance is futile.”  The Borg, Star Trek
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Bet65090 - and then they'll get rid of cash - probably been in the works for years!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bet65090 they can't just do that. Invoke this with politicians and lawmakers, best known as Lawbreakers. Hold them to account!

Even lawbreakers pause and change course when they are quoted the law. (I have seen it happen! this is true!) And remind them

that we PAY them! 14th amendment: "All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof,

are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge

the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property,

without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worldwide 1776 is now going to be unavoidable. Be prepared.
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librophile
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:04:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, thank you for being so awesome, for all the good you do, and for all you teach us.  I am so sad at the stress you have been

put through this year.  I can feel your sigh of relief in this article.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I take exception to the term "The Elderly", in suggesting that they are more at risk than others. I'm elderly and I am not at risk. The

"elderly" are no more at risk than anyone else; as long as they take control of their own health. I have more than my share of health

problems; but, some "rampaging" virus isn't one of them!

I'm seeing the same "Talk to your "healthcare" provider". Why would I ever "consult" my "healthcare provider", when I know much more

about health and nutrition than most of those doctors? I believe that, as years have gone by, children have been getting less and less

exercise and have been eating mostly fake food. The system is de?nitely broken and it's been broken for decades. From what I'm seeing

in this current society; it doesn't look as if the problem is going to be recti?ed any time soon!

Although the mainstream corporate media is far from the top of the "pyramid"; they are the entity that controls humanity, at the behest

of the "higher ups". They tell us what to eat, what to wear, what to drive, how to think, where to spend our money; and on what, what we

should be paying attention to...It seems to me that the majority of the population looks to the media to guide every aspect of their lives.

Actually; I believe there is pretty clear evidence of that.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m in agreement with you, Randy. I’m in my mid-70’s, and I know plenty of young people who are overweight, don’t exercise, eat

fast food many times a week, and consume plenty of alcoholic beverages. In my 30’s I used to go to an overweight family doctor

for regular check ups. One day I saw him stirring his coffee and enjoying some sweet rolls at a local Dunkin’ Donuts down the

block from the hospital where he worked. I knew then and there that I was going to the wrong person for health advice.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the reply, Dude.

"I knew then and there that I was going to the wrong person for health advice.". Exactly! This FACT should be so obvious!
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I.M5384
Joined On 7/21/2013 6:41:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Florida Health highlights emerging treatments such as -uvoxamine and inhaled budesonide. Importantly, Florida Health now states that

“Physicians should use their clinical judgment when recommending treatment options for patients’ individualized health care needs''

That comment (attitude) is what we need to see (and experience) more of... Dr's being permitted to make choices w/ their patients w/

out being dictated by the gov run drug cartel. Now lets see if we can get Google, Youtube, Facebook and the news to relax their

dictatorship.
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Ellion
Joined On 6/17/2012 8:35:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Last time I had my vitamin D level checked (about a year ago) it was over 100 ng/mL. My functional doctor said "You'll never get covid".

I haven't had a cold or the -u in decades and of course never have had a -u shot or the current shot. Nearly a month ago I had to take a

friend to a clinic for monoclonal antibodies infusion. She was actively ill, coughing, fever, nauseous, achy, fatigued and sneezing. We

were in a small car for nearly 2 hours- no masks - we hugged hello and goodbye, and never used sanitizer or even opened the windows.

Guess what? no covid. But when I tell friends how to prevent getting covid, they are not interested in hearing more.  I've given up trying

to educate people.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

....."How to Optimize Your Vitamin D Level"......no mention of insulin resistance. This idea that you have to take supplements to get your

vit-d levels above 60 is ridiculous. I'm allergic to vit-D supplements and all other fat soluble supplements. I was diagnosed as being

vit-D de?cient in 1995. It is one of the key markers of metabolic disorders like Type-2 Diabetes, Metabolic Syndrome, and/or Insulin

Resistance. My doctor determined I had Metabolic Syndrome. It took several months of low-carb dieting and exercise, but In 6 months I

had my vit-D over 50. I kept it there relatively easy.

Between 2010 and 2015 Dr. Mercola really began emphasizing the intake of quality fats and more vit-D. I adjusted my diet to do just

that. I got my Vit-D over 60 very quickly (less than 6 weeks) by just eating more fatty foods like bacon, pork belly, eggs, salmon, and

ribeye steaks. I was already consuming foods high in magnesium and vit-K. I needed more fat to get above 60 in vit-D. It was easily

accomplished by getting rid of all vegetable oils and most fruit oils. I substituted butter, lard, and tallow for my everyday cooking. Then I

increased my consumption of salmon. My vit-D has remained steady at the 89-ish level for 3 straight years now without any pills. This

is digcult to accomplish if you are insulin resistant.

Insulin resistance is the #1 cause of low vit-D levels. Most Americans are insulin resistant. The ?rst clue that you have insulin

resistance is your waist-to-hip ratio. Measure around your waist (belly button area) and around the largest part of your butt. Divide your

waist  measurement by your hip measurement. It should be 0.8 or less. If you are between 1 and 0.8 you should be OK. If you are

greater than 1 you are most likely insulin resistant. Correct this problem and your vit-D levels magically go up because you are no longer

storing vit-D in your fat cells.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedom cures COVID. The freedom of doctors to choose the treatment they believe is best for the patient and the freedom of the

patient to do their own research, take responsibility for their own health. When corporate and government bureaucracies restrict

freedoms, by banning treatments, by enforcement of rules that limit freedoms, they only serve to extend the pandemic. When we see

freedoms constrained, know that cures are being limited. We have two diseases to be cured. COVID-19 is a disease of the individual

body - most cases, but not every case, can be cured.

Every case and every cure is individual, not statistical. Clinical studies of COVID measure "effectiveness" statistically, but none can

count cures - cured cases are simply ignored. COVID-19 cured is not de?ned in any study of "treatments." The pandemic is a disease of

the society, not the individual. A disease of constraints that do not address the issues and do not cure any cases. Cures are better than

any "preventative that can't cure." The cure is freedom. Unfortunately, our current medical systems have no theory and no practice of

curing for most diseases.
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giles22
Joined On 11/13/2010 5:28:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

woah, I feels weird getting some good news
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Finally... I am not a Republican, but Gov DeSantis is on the right track to become President of the USA, sooner or later.... If he keeps

going like this, he has my vote
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Voting? You’re joking right?  New to truth seeking? Still beLIEving the MS news?  Voting aka the illusion of choice. The key

positions are Selected not Elected. The NWO is red and blue, one bird two wings, one coin two sides. It’s not hard to see.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nojusticenopeace, stop discouraging proactivity! What you are saying may be true, but then again while a certain amount of votes

are falsi?ed, they can only get away with so much before it becomes suspicious. Should people allow themselves to be

discouraged? Does it help to lie down and do nothing? There is a time and a place for proactivity, but this is the wrong moment

and not the strategic choice. Choose strategically for effectiveness.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

merculo, Elected politicians come and go. The ones who maintain the status quo (predominantly statist) in government at all

levels (local, state, federal) are not elected. They are either appointed or directly hired, and they vastly outnumber the elected

ones. As H. L. Mencken correctly pointed out, "An election is an advance auction of stolen goods".  Government is a loaded gun,

and with your vote, you choose at whom that gun is pointed. That is reality. Voting is a socially accepted means by which one

directs government's initiated violence against oneself and other civilians. The truly proactive things to do are to educate oneself

about the nature of government and the pathology of people who choose to "work" in government instead of the private sector;

and to learn to defend oneself and one's property--to the death, if necessary--from their predation and tyrannical diktats.
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dav42443
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glyphosate disrupts cytochrome p450 enzymes, including the eNOS (endothelial nitric oxide synthase). This is essential for converting

UVB into water soluble vitamin D sulphate, also a p450 is required to activate fat soluble vitamin D in the liver.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've never quite understood how we have a D3 and how it is supposed to mimic a hormone - I sort of get the connection by how

it's measured - but the difference between a vitamin and a hormone ... I guess D3 assists - the way you would for other

hormones?   But this on glyphosates is so disturbing and another reason to re-read the dirty dozen!   My whole life I feel like I'm

?ghting against toxins and poisons - like since the late eighties.  So wild.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dav42443 thank you. Going *all* organic is so important. It concerns planetary survival at this point in time as well as our own

 health. Dr Stephanie Seneff wrote that glyphosate sprayed on almond orchards resulted in 50 BILLION deaths in bees in one

winter alone!!! We have to simply stop our consumption, to repeat this concerns planetary survival. And not to mention individual

health and vitamin D levels. thank you for posting!
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lovesto....On your question about vitamin D being both a vitamin and a hormone, there was great information provided on that

yesterday in the dr. Mercola article on vitamin D. It was provided by Robin Whittle including a couple of links to his information

and scienti?c studies. Here is one of the links he provided which clearly explains how Vitamin D functions only as a vitamin for

the immune system. Now, one active form does circulate in the serum and functions as a hormone only to control calcium.

vitamindstopscovid.info/05-mds
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And then you can also do this and it costs you nothing and deals with any virus as soon as, or shortly after, you inhaled it - through your

nose - always breathe through your nose: Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table salt in a mug of warm clean water,

cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire mugful up your nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If sore, then you

have a virus, so continue morning noon and night, or more often if you want, until the soreness goes away (2-3 minutes) then blow out

your nose and -ush away, washing your hands afterwards, until when you do this simple cure, you don't have any soreness at all, when

you -ush - job done. Also swallow a couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing virus and

pneumonia there too.

This simple salt water cure, kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as you think you have an infection, or while self isolating, before

the viruses mutate into the disease in your head and body, for which there is no cure. I have been doing this simple cure for over 27

years and I am and others never sick from viruses and there is no reason why any of you should be either - when your only alternative

are those vaccines!!
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kappert
Joined On 1/4/2016 3:52:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great news! Rays of hope from the sunshine state!! DeSantis for President.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes!
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Divide and Conquer. DeSantis is just another puppet for the NWO/ Jesuit Order. MSM is mind control don’t get caught in the

traps. No politician in this system on either “side” gives a damn about the masses they only serve their puppet master.
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JuQuDC
Joined On 7/10/2020 5:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nojustice: What do YOU suggest be done?
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malena519
Joined On 8/24/2020 8:34:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They still promote the jabs. That has got to stop!
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God Bless you Dr. Lapado.  The Medical World has become broken ?lled with Premeditated Murderers who assist in the deaths of

global Depopulation.  You and Gov. DeSantis can make a big difference in this Lawless Govt. Thank you.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am reminded of the oft quoted poem “If” by Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) and also of the power of small victories to raise our resolve

and determination to say “I will not comply” in the face of what Vandana Shiva refers to as  ‘A Project of Extermination’.  Hers was the

very ?rst book I read that explained the true meaning of “Oneness against the 1%”.  Now that Dr M’s original advice has been vindicated

by an ogcial health authority appointed by a State governor, who knows if this signals the tide turning and washing away castles built

on shifting sand. When I quizzed a new member of our local art group, (a Floridian who had just -own into the UK) about Governor de

Santis, her reply was “that man should be silenced” or words to that effect, put on her face diaper and walked away.  

The poem: - If you can keep your head when all about you   Are losing theirs and blaming it on you; If you can trust yourself when all

men doubt you,   But make allowance for their doubting too; If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,   Or, being lied about, don’t deal

in lies, Or, being hated, don’t give way to hating,   And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/russell-brand-vandana-shiva-great-..
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly, the very well intention of the vit D table calculator, indicates how much people should take to increase their vit D levels to an

optimal state, BUT does not indicate for HOW LONG DOSES are needed before reaching the goal. Also, it does not suggest how much

magnesium and vit k should be taken. Very good intentions but not a very good execution. It does not mention the interaction with

another important player: Calcium... nor how much nor when to take it....
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Scotland we don't get much sunshine and all year we are covered in clothes. Our doctors don't test for vitamin de?ciencies. I

mentioned vitamins to my doctor years ago and was told not necessary. I haven't seen any medical person from our medical

practice for over 2 years. Its only telephone appointments now. I have always taken vit D3 vitC and others. I have followed Dr

Mercola's advice for years and kept all the family healthy and free from jabs. Now Boris for the UK and our ?rst minister Nicola

for Scotland are pushing these kill shots and all adults getting boosters by the end of the year. Not me i will rely on my own

immune system .
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As the article correctly indicates, Floridians, Californians and other people from states with signi?cant sunny days most of the year,

should not be required to take supplemental vit D. However, big pharma brain washed us via our good dermatologists that sun exposure

produces skin cancer and it should completely be avoided. There are no safe hours to sunbathe. Always put on sunblock with spf 45.

What a genocidal conspiracy against doctors and the patients they really want to treat...
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Okay - this is it - you cannot have an EUA - you cannot mandate this atrocity - if there are clean healthy ways to get us out of this covid

mess.  Fire Fauci, bring in people who don't want to milk the system for money - and let's be done with this covid nightmare.  Bring the

USA into the spotlight as proactive and not reactive.  Thanks so much!  -an American Citizen.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 3:24:13 AM

- Like  . Dislike

 

Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Almond, I signed in to give a LIKE, your comments  I like.  Because the questions you asked are thoughtful.  Keep it up!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 1:55:21 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like Dr. Mercola's opinion on tanning beds to properly get your Vitamin D.  Would it work?  I would not do it to tan, just to get

Vitamin D.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 10:32:22 AM

- Like  . Dislike

 

yayanna
Joined On 1/18/2011 2:22:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i would wonder what most surgeon generals have to say. I never thought to inquire. But I guess it is obvious.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 10:24:28 AM
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memeKnight1
Joined On 11/14/2011 7:03:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems the news would have been more complete advice if 'avoid re?ned sugar' had been part of his release.  Of course, that would

have ru|ed the feathers of any sugar producers and gotten this man smeared.... so, never mind....backspace all of the above.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 9:51:19 AM
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seems to me I've always read eating sugar is the worst thing one can do for their immune system.  Including from Dr. Mercola if I'm not

mistaken.  So the ?rst thing we did when COVID appeared was reduce our already very low sugar consumption to zero.  As time went by

and more became known we added Z,C,D,K,B,NAC, Quercetin, Melatonin, Mg supplements (not all every day though) which seems

prudent.  But avoiding damage by eliminating harmful food would seem as important as supplementation.  And it's something

everybody can do immediately - no need to purchase anything.  I don't know why this doesn't get more attention.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 9:45:56 AM
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sjac21
Joined On 9/20/2013 4:21:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you and congratulations Dr. Mercola for your persistence & knowledge!  A Doctor ( and a major one at that) actually stating that

doctors should use their clinical judgment when recommending treatment options for patients’ individualized health care needs. This

may include emerging treatment options with appropriate patient informed consent!!!  Help the patients "Take control of your health" as

we have heard somewhere.....YES!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 9:05:57 AM
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sbrink
Joined On 7/9/2009 10:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, I am wondering if anyone has looked at oil of oregano as antiviral? Mthx

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 9:04:25 AM

- Like  . Dislike

 

kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course, this is fantastic and I've been following protocols (FLCCC) for well over a year.  I think what angers me is the divisiveness of

our nation, vaxxed or unvaxxed. (NYC) has become the dystopia, a Nazi regime as it were. Look at Austria, Germany and Australia.  I

have friends and coworkers that got vaxxed because they "want to travel."  My boyfriend is vaxxed.  I had a voice in me that said "no." I

listened to it.  

What people are NOT doing, is becoming enraged about the fact that gain of function was paid for by US! and now we are all suffering

from the evils of a "virus" that was manipulated to sicken and kill people, and now a VACCINE that really has no egcacy.  There are so

many conspiracies' out there, that I have become emotionally affected by what I am seeing man do to man.  Why are we not focused on

stopping this evil?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 8:51:37 AM
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slearey
Joined On 12/13/2021 7:49:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I took 50,000 a day vitamin D instead of 5,000 and I tested 150. After a month I was down to 130. Is there any harm in this level?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 7:51:43 AM
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Physicians should use their clinical judgment when recommending treatment options for patients’ individualized health care needs.”

Problem is that makes too much sense! :-/

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 7:45:45 AM
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"This may include emerging treatment options with appropriate patient informed consent, including off-label use or as part of a clinical

trial.” If they haven't done so already, they should also state that pharmacies cannot, without penalty, refuse to ful?ll prescriptions for

drugs that are be used off label for COVID.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 7:32:54 AM
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ghbnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good read, I also downloaded the app; but deleted it after reading con-icting cross tongue of what we will and will not do. Read the ?ne

print, always, if you have the ability to understand.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 7:16:56 AM
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the 30 second PSA , there is a visual of an individual getting the jab, and also the V word in a green box at the upper right hand of the

screen. Options would be better than mandates. But the vaccination as it exists in present day society is still truly a deadly crime. These

gene therapies (now called vaccinations) have no long term safety studies.

My personal death count of family, friends, and associates who have died shortly after getting the jab (2 days-3 weeks)is now up to 6

people. Additionally, there is one case of brain surgery to remove blood clots, and one case of blood clotting in the lungs. These are

individuals in their 30’s and 40’s. There is also a family member who has no sense of taste and smell going on 7 months now.

Reading RFK’s book on Fauci. Appears to be fully fact checked with plenty of foot notes. I have also seen twice where they are asking

doubters of these facts to come forward and present any of their claims for open debate. From what I’ve read in the ?rst 160+ pages,

there appears enough to prosecute plenty of the mentioned individuals for crimes against humanity as they did in Nuremberg. You

won’t be disappointed with what you read in this book.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 7:15:24 AM
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed on the Fauci book.  Even though It heard some of it before, having all in one place and expanded upon gave a truly

shocking picture of the corruption surrounding us.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 7:37:00 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have 2 friends that were fully vaccinated that supposedly died from Covid-19. They were both admitted to the hospital and put

on ventilators. So the actual cause of death was probably kidney failure due to Remdesivir.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 9:32:54 AM
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prov31mommy
Joined On 12/2/2016 6:41:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr Mercola, Your work is touching so many lives. Keep doing what you are doing and the truth will out! As truth rises and other

prominent ?gures recommend your protocol, targeted campaigns to bring you down will look completely foolish. Hold on, stay strong,

and trust the Lord if you have a relationship with Him. You are doing a great work!!!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What the medical system has done to prevent doctor's from repurposing meds to treat covid19 equates to murder. When will anyone be

held accountable? Then you have pharmacies refusing to ?ll prescriptions for Ivermectin and HCQ. Hows is that possible? So, if you do

?nd a doctor that will prescribe you HCQ or Ivermectin it doesn't mean you can get it ?lled. Then you have the FDA threatening to cancel

doctors like Dr Mercola for promoting vitD. Everyone knows vitD is critical for ?ghting off infections of all kinds. If vitD wasn't important

they wouldn't test for it. The reason they don't want doctors promoting it is because it PREVENTS too many other diseases from ever

happening in the ?rst place! Colds, Flu, Bone Loss, and Cancer rates are dramatically lower in people with vitD levels over 50.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 7:02:46 AM
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we’ve been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the bamboozle.

 We’re no longer interested in ?nding out the truth.  The bamboozle has captured us. It’s simply too painful to acknowledge, even to

ourselves, that we’ve been taken.  Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back.”  Carl Sagan.

A suggested mental framework to disseminate one's worldview. One can accept the "Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle" perpetrated by

The Powers That Be (TPTB) (Power Elite, Deep State, etc).  Accomplished in part, by propaganda (Edward Bernays) using corporate and

social media via their; gaslighting, gatekeepers, narrative, and algorithms.  

Or, one can accept the "Reality of Common Sense" based on individual experiences and the truth. People, encourage everyone to wake

up and do some basic research and thinking.  This is crucial today as our health and liberties are at stake.  Study history, as their

bamboozles follow a similar playbook. Thank you Dr. Mercola and the greater Mercola community for your ?ght against this

"bamboozle."
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will ALWAYS pursue the TRUTH!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/13/2021 7:22:58 AM
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maryaxtell
Joined On 8/10/2021 9:32:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, I was really proud of my mother's doctor.  After the COVID attacked her care center, he had blood work done on her to check

her Vitamin D level and it was so low he put her on high dose Vitamin D...she took one every day for 3 weeks and now takes one once a

week.  I am glad that she has a doctor that was even concerned and checked it.  I hope he checks it again to see how it is now.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately here in Indiana we have a governor who thinks we are all stupid!  He gave the state to: “It’s the unvaccinated that are

making the vaccinated sick.”
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s called ‘cognitive dissonance’, nothingsound. Just ask him or write a letter to the local press with one simple question: “If the

vaccinated are getting sick, does this mean the vaccination does not work?”
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Claims that there’s “no scienti?c basis” for the recommendation of vitamin D for COVID are like similar clams of "no evidence that".

Simple minded, narrow minded nonsense. By now, the cures for COVID should be common sense.
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svmeyer
Joined On 11/3/2009 8:22:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Music to my ears. Surgeon General advises physicians to use 'COMMON SENSE'. Something lacking in the LAWS/RULES from the US

government and current administration, including Fauci. Duh ?
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SarahB
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Add as Friend  Send Message

BlueQuasilica I hope my vote showed up as a “like”. I like that term: “menticide”.
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heirloomer
Joined On 2/8/2013 8:11:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank goodness there is a governor not bought by the pharmaceutical industry and trapped by Fauci and his merry band of thieves.

 Sadly, for some illogical reasoning, the once upon-a-time workers party has fallen for inhumane medical scam of the pharmaceutical

companies and the disgusting Fauci crowd. I'll never understand how this could happen in the 21st century America.
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And the last part of my argument: As I said before "Not Knowing" is not a Defense, or acceptable by Law, in any country as a legal

defense. I remain Human, because I refuse to be vaccinated and thus the Laws which apply to Humans, apply to me. The only way that I

could be given a vaccine, would be against my consent, which in turn would hold the person or persons doing that to me, in contempt of

the Law and a "Crime Against Humanity" which I would pursue and have the legal right to do so and hopefully they would be hung and

dead, before my own demise. However, if you have problems with the Rule of Law, I suggest you put it up to a Barrister with full

knowledge of the Law with regards to the above ruling and get the answers from them, which you seek, along with any escape clause

they will provide you with, however, I don't see that happening because those behind this, are immensely rich and powerful and they

would not have left any escape clauses available to anyone, once vaccinated, there is too much at stake.
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mirandola
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Not knowing, and being misled, and withheld information as basis of "Consent"...are not synonymous. The California Bar

Association's website also says, that hastening death* is legally, murder.

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  ~

celiafarber.substack.com/.../court-ordered-p?zer-documents-they  Court-Ordered P?zer Documents They Tried To Have Sealed

For 55 years Show 1223 Deaths, 158,000 Adverse Events in 90 Days Post EUA Release I am not an attorney, ask your attorney

about this.
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mRNA vaccinated people worldwide are products, patented goods, according to US law, “no longer human”.Esme Coetzee 10 Dec 2021

at 4:55 PM #63403 GMO HUMANS ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/covid-19-patent-horrors/   All the Covid-19 “vaccine”

patents mention gene deletion. All the patents except one, mention “complimentary DNA” (cDNA). cDNA is a chimeric mRNA cocktail

that’s being coded into Human cells using arti?cial genetic sequences in cross-species genomics. According to the US Supreme Court

ruling in 2013, altering Humans with cDNA makes them patent eligible. The court documents show that cDNA is made using modi?ed

bacterium and Supreme Court judges ruled it patent eligible. This means that a plant, animal or Human, could be patented and owned if

?rst genetically modi?ed with cDNA.

Mark Steele summarized it perfectly by stating: In the US, the Supreme Court has ruled that vaccinated people worldwide are products,

patented goods, according to US law, no longer human. Through a modi?ed DNA or RNA vaccination, "the mRNA vaccination", the

person ceases to be human and becomes the OWNER of the holder of the modi?ed GEN vaccination patent, because they have their

own genome and are no longer “human” (without natural people), but “trans-human”, so a category that does not exist in Human Rights.

The quality of a natural person and all related rights are lost. This applies worldwide and patents are subject to US law. Since 2013, all

people vaccinated with GM-modi?ed mRNAs are legally trans-human and legally identi?ed as trans-human and do not enjoy any human
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or other rights of a state, and this applies worldwide, because GEN-POINT technology patents are under US jurisdiction and law, where

they were registered.” blogs.scienti?camerican.com/guest-blog/new-supreme-court-decision-rul..
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All along I have been saying that decades ago, the ACLU wrote about cloned babies and the implications of government-owned,

patented genes. Along come the mRNA genetic modi?cation "vaccines"......if you wanna talk about being a slave to the

government? Whew. You are now owned! Hey US Government, slavery ended with Old Abe! this ain't lawful, sorry.
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WTH!
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Ronald_H
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Add as Friend  Send Message

This is good.  Before, I was thinking there would in time be none left alive to call me a conspiracy theorist.  But now that a doctor and

ogcial ?gure is saying what I've been saying, they will live to say so many other things have been "debunked" by their trusted

mainstream media.  Well, now that I think about it, I suppose it could well go the other way if the Luciferian billionaire eugenicist owned

networks call Dr. Joseph Ladapo a kook.  How does it help them to betray and get rid of their blind followers?
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Beats me.  All I've been screaming is, "Their therapies are wrong," ever since watching the doctor with the bullhorn in Texas.   I

made a trip out there and talked to several - never got up to MI, but stalked everything Dr. Brownstein was saying... (the

Brownstein papers) ...  I'm ready for them to drop the EUA and my respect for DeSantis is going up up up (and my respect for

Lindsey Graham so far down!).   Of course, mainstream listeners heard Fla was in dyer straights, same with Brazil.  And now they

are both the least amounts, but mainstream doesn't update that, they need the bleed for the lead.   To bad $$ can buy morals.
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BrianFraser
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People with depleted immune systems need nutrients just like a car that runs out of gas. Here in Arizona people get seriously

dehydrated during the hot summer. The authorities here recommend "drinking plenty of water". Water is not a DRUG and therefore,

according to FDA rules, cannot "diagnose, treat, cure or prevent" a serious dis-ease like dehydration. But it is still recommended by the

authorities. If they can recommend that, then they can also recommend nutrients need by a depleted  immune system.

These are not drugs either and cannot "cure" any disease in accordance with the games the FDA is playing with its special reserved

words. They will just make people normal. I prefer to use the term "Obviation" when recommending the use of vitamin C, D3, zinc,

quercetin, etc, to fortify the immune system. This avoids stepping on the FDA's special reserved word landmines. Here in Phoenix,

Arizona we have problems with child drownings in private swimming pools.  If there were no PRIVATE pools, this problem would be

OBVIATED. You cannot diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent something that does not exist in the ?rst place.  

Obviation removes COVID 19 from the picture altogether (people just don't get sick).  Choose your words carefully, especially around

medical and government people. Obviation is not an actual intervention for a disease condition. And it does not preclude the formal

application of "medical standard of care" if such is needed. If LOCAL governments would ACT, we could be done with this pandemic in a

month or two. All the observing, complaining, griping, accusing, and concluding on these forums is useless. We need ACTION.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for Ron DeSantis! My next reaction is to just wince as I realize what a difference there would have been in billions of dollars spent

and hours spent on worry and communication between interested parties such as ourselves, if early in 2020,  at one of the Covid  press

conferences, a Surgeon General had laid out this same type of information to the listeners. As new knowledge was gained, it could have

been disseminated the same way. We would be a much smarter much healthier and much more united nation in the USA had this type

of advice been made available straight from the federal government. Yes, I know that money is involved. But isn't it sad that payoffs are

being made to change politics at the federal level yet States if they have strong leadership, can do the right thing.I think it is time again

for all states to realize what states rights are all about and that they are, or can be, ultimately protective of their citizens instead of

being an obstacle toward personal health and happiness and serving only as a kleptocratic frontman for big Pharma.
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Also, think about the difference between a governor who makes  mandates to sti-e public freedom, and a governor who forms a

cabinet with ogcers who work to educate the public. Ron DeSantis also has a great attorney general who is working to maintain

freedom for Florida's citizens. It's time for people to petition their governors to build strong administration's that can quickly

educate and protect States citizens.

You don't have to be dependent on a slow-moving state legislature to enact laws anymore. Governor DeSantis is showing how

education can be an egcient instrument to improve Public health and medical freedoms and it can be administered at the

executive level and started in short order. There's no reason for Congressional partisan debates on this. It's time to write other

Governors and let them know they have the power to be educators and that their public is watching, and waiting for good advice

that cuts through Medical mumbo-jumbo, and brings a short path to Better Health through learning about such thing as natural

immunity.
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I'm thinking that Dr. Ladapo was afraid to mention Ivermectin or HCQ because he would get de-platformed, maybe the whole

surgeon-generals ogce would be eliminated by social media, the media, Rachel Maddow, Don Lemmon--all the usual suspects.  The

real test is what happens to Florida physicians who do use vitamin d, ivermectin, HCQ etc, when the Florida Medical Board sends a

warning letter to those physicians for non-FDA approved treatment.  That's where the rubber meets the road.
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That's great.  I knew that nutraceuticals would work against Covid way before the nonsense started.  I just read that FDA and USPS are

working together to keep the Ivermectin out of people's hands.  I'm glad I got mine months ago.
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BABUSHKA3
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Add as Friend  Send Message

may the most 'powerful Vitamin' be with you, and all those who stand up with you - we will continue to 'ask' for your encouragement and

protection. We are more than grateful that you accept and act on the knowledge you have been given and share for the good of all. Take

this powerful Vitamin regularly to remain in the fold. Thank You!!
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Joined On 5/17/2016 9:23:35 AM
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So pleased you have been vindicated in this way Dr M.
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BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM
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I wholeheartedly agree.  Dr Mercola has been, and continues to be, a shining light.  I can't begin to say how grateful I am to him

and how sorry I am for all that he has had to go through to bring us good things, every day.
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Joined On 12/15/2017 12:49:46 AM
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Thank you Dr Mercola and team for all the info you send.  You are one of the few sources I trust these days.  This info about Florida

Surgeon General promoting neutraceuticals for Covid treatment offers a Ray of hope to light a very long tunnel.  No matter what else

they throw at you, keep the faith.  There are millions of us who wait daily to read your wisdom.  

Again, I for one am very grateful to you.

Kindest Regards,

Jim Walsh

Ireland
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Where to get activated vitamin D (calcitriol) I thought regular d3 was acceptable.  Also no doctors in Canada test for vit d.  Would cost

too much here in Canada to get a test from grassroots!!  Wonder if a person approx say 100 lbs if 3000iu would be ok on an ongoing

basis.  No sunshine here in winter
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Still no mention of preventative measures such as nasal sprays using dilute iodine (2 tsp Betadine in 6oz water according to Dr. Peter

McCullough) or nebulizing dilute 3% H202 in normal saline.  Destroying the virus before it has a chance to multiply is our best option

IMO.  I spray my mouth, nose, and eyes with 10ppm silver Hydrosol several times daily.  Another effective nasal spray is a product called

Xlear made from GSE (grapefruit seed extract), xylitol and saline.  Also no mention of Ivermectin or Hydroxychloroquine both of which

can be used for prevention as well as cure.  Still this doctor is a breath of fresh air within the medical profession.  Florida is lucky to

have this man along with a great governor in Ron Desantis.
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Maybe Ivermectin and HCQ weren't mentioned because they are prescription.  He may not know of the others.  I make my own

GSE spray that I use whenever I've been out.  I think you are right about destroying the virus before it can even get in to cause

trouble.
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I started using Xclear recently and like it. Do you have a brand of the colloidal silver spray that you prefer? I would love to have

Ivermectin in my ?rst aid kit, but my doctor would never prescribe it for me. Thank you for these suggestions.
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You probably just missed that episode. It's been mentioned many times by Dr. Mercola and several forum members since the

beginning of the plandemic
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rrealrose
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First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they ?ght you, then you win. Mahatma Gandhi

www.brainyquote.com/.../mahatma_gandhi_103630
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WOW!  what a great quote!
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Excellent information but optimal health is no match for a fraudulent PCR test.  When I hear my neighbors proudly jabbing their 5-11

year olds, I feel like we're losing today.  Will a critical mass of the masses ever see 2+2≠5?  Who gets to declare "pandemic over" and

end EUA?  Oh yeah, it's the pro?teers and tyrants.  So are we waiting for thieves to turn themselves in, confess, and return the loot?  Or

are we doing our part to assert our unalienable freedom?
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nojusticenopeace
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Good post thanks. They will not turn themselves in and they own the courts. I agree we need a critical mass to win through non

consent and refusal to comply. They may try to script and contrive a civil war for more heavy handed law changing but the real

revolution will not be televised and without that the tyrants win the chess game not all at once but they are patient and will move

incrementally when needed till their agendas are fully implemented. We have to many Order followers and cowards among the

masses.
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Do what? Speci?cally?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Excellent point; and one that most people seem to be missing...the fraudulent PCR tests. Without those fake numbers, we never

would have been in our current mess!
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jamNjim
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I've been tested 7 times. Only the ?rst time was with a PCR test. The last 6 test have been via the Rapid Antigen test by Abbott.

Most companies I know around here REQUIRE you to get the rapid test which is an antigen test, not a PCR test. Now you can do

the test yourself at home. You document the results via an APP you download. The Biden Administration was working on making

these home test free (paid for by insurance), but it appears that has had a setback.
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I had a PCR test done when one of my colleagues tested positive for covid, although he had no symptoms. All the staff and

residents who had contact with him that week, were sent off to be PCR tested. All negative. A few weeks or so later, hubby and I

came down with covid. We did not bother with a test because we were too exhausted and did not have typical covid symptoms. I

even went to work and did not infect any of the 40 residents and 20 odd staff members.  After 4 days of intense fatigue and

sweating, I consulted a doctor because I was still nauseous. Doc diagnosed gastro intestinal problems, even although I did not

have diarrhoea.  2 months later a blood antibody test con?rmed a very high covid antibody count.
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RichardNoakes
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Part 2 of my last post: 2013 USA In a unanimous decision last month, the Supreme Court ruled that naturally occurring genes are not

patentable. But, said the Court, cDNA, a man-made copy of the genetic messenger in cells, is patentable. On June 13, 2013, the United

States Supreme Court brought an end to the long and drawn-out legal battle over the question of whether isolated gene sequences are

eligible subject matter for patent protection. In Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics1 the U.S. Supreme Court

reached a rare unanimous decision

Breaking with decades of U.S. Patent and Trademark Ogce (USPTO) practice, and showing no deference to the USPTO, the Court held

that an isolated DNA molecule is not patent-eligible subject matter, if its nucleotide sequence is identical to a naturally occurring gene

sequence. In contrast, an isolated DNA molecule with a sequence that is different from any naturally occurring gene sequence, such as

a complementary DNA (cDNA), expressly remains patent-eligible. I am still Human, the rest unfortunately, Aliens with no rights on this

planet, at all - think Nazi's and the Jews World War 2, maybe that is why "they" want so many vaccinated, even kids, now
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Does that mean they can't charge a million dollars for the breast cancer genes anymore?   I mean - how much progress can be

made towards breast cancer if they want to make a pro?t off of just selling the gene?  The insanity is ridik!
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I will repeat what I wrote on your broken-off thread, Richard Noakes. in a nutshell, the civil liberties implications of patented

genes, which are owned, is ...INSANE!! through the roof. People really really need to think about this, hard too. Whew.
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RichardNoakes
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Argument: When you agreed to have a vaccine, you were asked to sign a document giving your consent for that to happen, which you

freely did, you were not forced to do that, nor were you under any threat to do that, it was your own free choice to do that, in other

words, you gave consent to be stripped of your human rights and to become a non human or alien, after you were vaccinated and this is

important, because then, you became a voluntary laboratory specimen for the "experimental test vaccines" which in turn provided the

vaccine makers with "indemnity from prosecution" probably, because you were no longer considered to be human, but now non human,

with no rights whatsoever, under the very Law which you signed off from I am not a Lawyer, although I have read the Law extensively,

with relation to where I live, which is not America or England and I know how these Laws are structured and how they are applied.
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Hey, now wait a minute. Gave consent? To an experimental "vaccine" which is genetic modi?cation? Where does the contract

openly and clearly state, in plain English, that these are genetic modi?cation shots? Where does it say that they are

DANGEROUS*? It does not. This is not informed consent, and therefore is NOT voluntary agreement to being a lab rat! What

nonsense this is! this is a brain wash. Hey people, don't "buy" it, ?guratively and literally. The contract is false* and misleading*,

and hence is null and void, and the "agreement" is based on nothing more nor less than coercion and duress (job loss, housing,

etc). That too, is argued in court as a way to nullify a false contract. And this contract is indeed false! It is based on false* and

misleading* "information", and non-informed* "consent"...which really is not consent!

Oh last but not least, when were ?ve year olds and teens ever capable of giving their consent for a medical procedure? And what

about senile elderly people? Druggies, alcoholics? And last but not least, uninformed* and misled*, misinformed* people? And

even more, what about people pleading under duress? Is duress a favorable condition for clear judgement, rational thought and

for mental competence? None of the above, are capable of giving their consent. This contract is based on hooey and hogwash.

Gavel down! Order in the court! Stern glare! *blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  ~

celiafarber.substack.com/.../court-ordered-p?zer-documents-they  Court-Ordered P?zer Documents They Tried To Have Sealed

For 55 years Show 1223 Deaths, 158,000 Adverse Events in 90 Days Post EUA Release PS No I am not a lawyer but I also know

that it takes no law degree to ?gure this out. Talk to your lawyer.
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Reference 14 for Vit D increasing surfactant does not seem to match up.  It actually could be very important, as the entire subject of

surface secretion is greatly neglected, and it may be a major blind spot in dealing with this virurs.   Among other things, the important

immunoglobullin in secretions is IgA, while the IgG and IgM is dominant in the serum.  Thus, when vaccines generate a response for the

serum, that can be bene?cial when the patient becomes viremic with millions of copies circulating after infection has succeeded.

 Prevention of infection might be expected if the secretion is laden with IgA where it could coat the spikes and prevent initial

 attachment to the ACE2 and TMPRSS2 receptors.  Drilling more into the detail, the actual chemical attachment to receptors is sialic

acid (so named from the same word as Saliva).  We should have a clue as patients from the start, without coaching have described a

"dry cough."  So, we are not paying attention to the basics of the immune response and we are not listening to the patients.  Double

fault.
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Hello Dry.  As Dr. Judy Mikovits discovered, the antidote is Suramin and it's contained in Pine Needles.   Anyone wanting to make

their own, please very careful to research which pine needles are safe to use in your area and don't use needles from a tree that

could've been sprayed with insecticide.  Ginger and Ceylon Cinnamon (easier on the liver) will give variety to the taste.  A friend

of mine takes this tea 2 x daily and he's feeling ?ne.  He had to take a shot to travel.  But when he arrived in Malta he found some

pine needles, checked with an expert and started chewing them every day.  Once he got back to Canada he started making the

tea.  Suramin stops the Spike Protein attaching to the Ace 2 receptors, which is what can cause the vital organs to start to be

destroyed, like the heart.  HOW TO MAKE PINE NEEDLE TEA FOR VACCINE ANTIDOTE DR. JUDY MIKOVITS

www.bitchute.com/.../fRmqkRbuaKg6
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The article says, "lowers your risk of testing positive...."  Can someone clarify for me...I was under the assumption that there is no

effective "test" for Covid. The PCR was recalled from what I understand. How do the at-home tests work? Are they accurate? What other

methods are used and what is their accuracy?  It bothers me when we use these false numbers of "con?rmed" cases just because it

may be to our advantage to do so. A lie is a lie is a lie, is it not? Another one is constantly referring to VAERS. Some say it's all we have

to go on, inaccurate as it is. But it is also misleading and very likely severely underreported. We need to be on the side of truth, don't

we? Any answers/thoughts to the above questions is highly appreciated. Thanks everyone.
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The test may be inaccurate indeed, however the combination of symptoms and testing is often used by doctors for a more clear

diagnosis.
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Hi Natienlowa, there is no reliable test for Covid 19 - because they never isolated the virus and also the man who invented the

PCR test stated that it is not ?t for the purpose it's being used for worldwide.  He died mysteriously after he made that

announcement.  Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, a lawyer in Germany who's also registered to practice law in California, has gathered data

worldwide, proving the PCR test is a fraud and he announced that a Tribunal would take this to court.  He has also said that the

courts in Germany are corrupt.  But he could still take it to trial in the USA.  As you may know, Germany has returned to the dark

ages and is now re-enacting some of its history with mandates, etc.  VAERS is reasonably respected because it's numbers are

collected from voluntary reporting - thus the comment that the numbers in actual fact are much higher.  But the VAERS' numbers

of injuries and deaths have long been sugcient to have the "vaccine" withdrawn from the market, which it would have been in the

past, but not now, since the world has been overtaken via corruption on many levels.  

truthcomestolight.com/dr-david-martin-w-dr-reiner-fuellmich-this-my-fr..   "This, my friends, is the de?nition of criminal

conspiracy.  This is not a theory, this is evidence."  This is a comment from Dr. David Martin when he released some his

information in July 2021.  Since then his assets have been frozen.  However, he's Mennonite and that community can be decently

protective.  He still continues to speak on the subject of Covid 19.  But when I ?rst watched the video above, I marked the ?le, "it's

Over," because if he ever gets to court it will be over - his evidence is date stamped and you will see that he traced the plan for

this pandemic long before it started.
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They have had the Abbott Rapid Test available for more than a year now. Now you can buy it at Wal-Mart and test yourself at

home. Where have you been? $14 at Wal-Mart for 2 tests.
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No Kidding Arlen1. Here's a link to Wal-Mart's Binax Abbott ANTIGEN Rapid Test:

www.walmart.com/ip/BinaxNOW-COVID-19-Antigen-Self-Test-2-Count/1420892..   You can buy it at the store. I just bought 4 (8

test total) at Sam's Wholesale 2 weeks ago for the same $14.00. This is an ANTIGEN rapid test, not a PCR test. If you have gotten

a "rapid test" in the past 12+ months it was this exact same test! My last PCR test was my very ?rst Covid-19 test back in April

2020. Since then, I have been tested 6 more times and all 6 were the Abbott Rapid Test at Wal-Greens. It's been available for at

least 18 months.

I'm shocked every time I read a post on this forum declaring we have no test for Covid-19 and that it has never been isolated.

100% FAKE NEWS! The PCR test wasn't recalled. The emergency use authorization expires  on Dec 31st, 2021. There's no reason

to have the EUA PCR test when you have cheap test you can buy OTC and test at home. The PCR test were never designed to

"diagnose" an infection. They were designed to detect protein fragments (DNA) and it can be tailored for detecting any DNA

fragments from any source. It is used in labs around the world for that purpose. In an emergency, it can be used for detecting

viral fragments. A positive test does not mean you have an active infection. It just means you came in contact with the virus.
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So why is the VERY FIRST THING ADVERTISED on this ad a 'Vaccine'???
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